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In 1898 the United States declared sovereignty over the Philippines, an archipelago of seven
thousand islands inhabited by seven million people of various ethnicities. While it became a
colonial power at the zenith of global imperialism, the United States nevertheless conceived of
its rule as exceptional—an exercise in benevolence rather than in tyranny and exploitation. In
this volume, Julian Go and Anne L. Foster untangle this peculiar self-fashioning and insist on
the importance of studying U.S. colonial rule in the context of other imperialist ventures. A
necessary expansion of critical focus, The American Colonial State in the Philippines is the first
systematic attempt to examine the creation and administration of the American colonial state
from comparative, global perspectives. Written by social scientists and historians, these essays
investigate various aspects of American colonial government through comparison with and
contextualization within colonial regimes elsewhere in the world—from British Malaysia and
Dutch Indonesia to Japanese Taiwan and America's other major overseas colony, Puerto Rico.
Contributors explore the program of political education in the Philippines; constructions of
nationalism, race, and religion; the regulation of opium; connections to politics on the U.S.
mainland; and anticolonial resistance. Tracking the complex connections, circuits, and contests
across, within, and between empires that shaped America's colonial regime, The American
Colonial State in the Philippines sheds new light on the complexities of American imperialism
and turn-of-the-century colonialism. Contributors. Patricio N. Abinales, Donna J. Amoroso,
Paul Barclay, Vince Boudreau, Anne L. Foster, Julian Go, Paul A. Kramer
David Crystal's classic English as a Global Language considers the history, present status and
future of the English language, focusing on its role as the leading international language.
English has been deemed the most 'successful' language ever, with 1500 million speakers
internationally, presenting a difficult task to those who wish to investigate it in its entirety.
However, Crystal explores the subject in a measured but engaging way, always backing up
observations with facts and figures. Written in a detailed and fascinating manner, this is a book
written by an expert both for specialists in the subject and for general readers interested in the
English language.
Updated to include discussion of Afghanistan & Iraq, this text explores the recent history of
military-civilian interaction in the context of international military intervention, & develops a
framework for assessing military costs against civilian benefits.
This volume, bringing together work by scholars from Europe, East Asia, North America, and
West Africa, investigates transnational religious spaces in a comparative manner by
juxtaposing East Asian and African examples. It highlights flows of ideas, actors, and
organizations out of, into, or within a given continental space. These flows are patterned mainly
by colonialism or migration. The book also examines cases where the transnational space in
question encompasses both East Asia and Africa, notably in the development of Japanese
new religions in Africa. Most of the studies are located in the present; a few go back to the late
nineteenth century. The volume is rounded off by Thomas Tweed’s systematic reflections on
categories for the study of transnationalism; his chapter "Flows and Dams" critically weighs the
metaphorical language we use to think, speak, and write about transnational religious spaces.
Global Interactions in the Early Modern Age is an interdisciplinary introduction to cross-cultural
encounters in the early modern age (1400–1800) and their influences on the development of
world societies. In the aftermath of Mongol expansion across Eurasia, the unprecedented rise
of imperial states in the early modern period set in motion interactions between people from
around the world. These included new commercial networks, large-scale migration streams,
global biological exchanges, and transfers of knowledge across oceans and continents. These
in turn wove together the major regions of the world. In an age of extensive cultural, political,
military, and economic contact, a host of individuals, companies, tribes, states, and empires
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were in competition. Yet they also cooperated with one another, leading ultimately to the
integration of global space.
Global Interactions 1 Preliminary Course Second Edition has been written by a group of
experienced geography educators for the Preliminary Geography course in New South Wales.
The text aims to help students develop their knowledge, understanding, skills, attitudes and
values in relation to the biophysical and human environments.
Seven hundred and fifty Jewish refugees fled Nazi Germany and founded the agricultural
settlement of Sosúa in the Dominican Republic, then ruled by one of Latin America’s most
repressive dictators, General Rafael Trujillo. In Tropical Zion, Allen Wells, a distinguished
historian and the son of a Sosúa settler, tells the compelling story of General Trujillo, Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, and those fortunate pioneers who founded a successful employee-owned
dairy cooperative on the north shore of the island. Why did a dictator admit these desperate
refugees when so few nations would accept those fleeing fascism? Eager to mollify
international critics after his army had massacred 15,000 unarmed Haitians, Trujillo sent
representatives to Évian, France, in July, 1938 for a conference on refugees from Nazism.
Proposed by FDR to deflect criticism from his administration’s restrictive immigration policies,
the Évian Conference proved an abject failure. The Dominican Republic was the only nation
that agreed to open its doors. Obsessed with stemming the tide of Haitian migration across his
nation’s border, the opportunistic Trujillo sought to “whiten” the Dominican populace,
welcoming Jewish refugees who were themselves subject to racist scorn in Europe. The
Roosevelt administration sanctioned the Sosúa colony. Since the United States did not accept
Jewish refugees in significant numbers, it encouraged Latin America to do so. That prodding,
paired with FDR’s overriding preoccupation with fighting fascism, strengthened U.S. relations
with Latin American dictatorships for decades to come. Meanwhile, as Jewish organizations
worked to get Jews out of Europe, discussions about the fate of worldwide Jewry exposed fault
lines between Zionists and Non-Zionists. Throughout his discussion of these broad dynamics,
Wells weaves vivid narratives about the founding of Sosúa, the original settlers and their
families, and the life of the unconventional beach-front colony.
Body and Nation interrogates the connections among the body, the nation, and the world in
twentieth-century U.S. history. The idea that bodies and bodily characteristics are heavily
freighted with values that are often linked to political and social spheres remains
underdeveloped in the histories of America's relations with the rest of the world. Attentive to
diverse state and nonstate actors, the contributors provide historically grounded insights into
the transnational dimensions of biopolitics. Their subjects range from the regulation of
prostitution in the Philippines by the U.S. Army to Cold War ideals of American feminine
beauty, and from "body counts" as metrics of military success to cultural representations of
Mexican migrants in the United States as public health threats. By considering bodies as
complex, fluctuating, and interrelated sites of meaning, the contributors to this collection offer
new insights into the workings of both soft and hard power. Contributors. Frank Costigliola,
Janet M. Davis, Shanon Fitzpatrick, Paul A. Kramer, Shirley Jennifer Lim, Mary Ting Yi Lui,
Natalia Molina, Brenda Gayle Plummer, Emily S. Rosenberg, Kristina Shull, Annessa C.
Stagner, Marilyn B. Young
Chronicling the dramatic history of the Brazilian Amazon during the Second World War, Seth
Garfield provides fresh perspectives on contemporary environmental debates. His multifaceted
analysis explains how the Amazon became the object of geopolitical rivalries, state planning,
media coverage, popular fascination, and social conflict. In need of rubber, a vital war material,
the United States spent millions of dollars to revive the Amazon's rubber trade. In the name of
development and national security, Brazilian officials implemented public programs to engineer
the hinterland's transformation. Migrants from Brazil's drought-stricken Northeast flocked to the
Amazon in search of work. In defense of traditional ways of life, longtime Amazon residents
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sought to temper outside intervention. Garfield's environmental history offers an integrated
analysis of the struggles among distinct social groups over resources and power in the
Amazon, as well as the repercussions of those wartime conflicts in the decades to come.
The rise of China has been shaped and driven by its engagement with the global economy
during a period of intensified globalization, yet China is a continent-sized economy and society
with substantial diversity across its different regions. This means that its engagement with the
global economy cannot just be understood at the national level, but requires analysis of the
differences in participation in the global economy across China’s regions. This book responds
to this challenge by looking at the development of China’s regions in this era of globalization. It
traces the evolution of regional policy in China and its implications in a global context. Detailed
chapters examine the global trajectory of what is now becoming known as the Greater Bay
Area in southern China, the globalization of the inland mega-city of Chongqing, and the role of
China’s regions in the globally-focused belt and road initiative launched by the Chinese
government in late 2013. The book will be of interest to practitioners and scholars engaging
with contemporary China’s political economy and international relations.
The AP World History course and test are being overhauled in 2019-2020. This revised edition
captures the latest College Board test changes, which include a reduction in the time range
covered by the exam (now 1200 CE to present; was previously 8000 BCE to present.) For
students specifically looking to brush up on AP World History content right before the exam--or
to cram in a course's worth of topic review in a short time--our ASAP Exam book is a perfect fit!
This book includes a brief structure and tips overview, but the real emphasis is on need-toknow content review, not strategy or practice. With key topic lessons and lots of charts,
timelines, outlines, mnemonics, call-out boxes, and critical terms & dates lists, it's also perfectly
positioned for visual learners.
"Biogeochemistry considers how the basic chemical conditions of the Earth-from atmosphere
to soil to seawater-have been and are being affected by the existence of life. Human activities
in particular, from the rapid consumption of resources to the destruction of the rainforests and
the expansion of smog-covered cities, are leading to rapid changes in the basic chemistry of
the Earth. This expansive text pulls together the numerous fields of study encompassed by
biogeochemistry to analyze the increasing demands of the growing human population on
limited resources and the resulting changes in the planet's chemical makeup. The book helps
students extrapolate small-scale examples to the global level, and also discusses the
instrumentation being used by NASA and its role in studies of global change. With extensive
cross-referencing of chapters, figures and tables, and an interdisciplinary coverage of the topic
at hand, this updated edition provides an excellent framework for courses examining global
change and environmental chemistry, and is also a useful self-study guide."--Publisher's
website.
The challenge of teaching international studies is to help students think coherently about the
multiple causes and effects of global problems. In International Studies: Global Forces,
Interactions, and Tensions, award-winning scholars Scott Straus and Barry Driscoll give
students a clear framework that pinpoints how key factors—forces, interactions, and
tensions—contribute to world events, with both global and local consequences. The authors first
show students how to look for common patterns in global issues by introducing four worldshaping forces: global markets, shifting centers of power, information and communications
technologies, and global governance. They systematically trace how these forces prompt
interactions among world actors and thus give rise to a set of tensions that spur key
challenges. The framework enables students to ask and answer for themselves—Who is
interacting? Where did such interactions develop? What policies or institutions govern them?
Why are they getting certain global and local reactions? Students then apply the framework to
the global problems that matter most to them: human rights abuses, economic inequality,
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terrorism, forced migration, pandemics and global health responses, climate change, food
security, and more. International Studies raises the bar for the Introduction to IS course,
moving beyond interdisciplinary, and into the realm of critical analysis to increase student
relevancy and motivation. Give your students the SAGE edge! SAGE edge offers a robust
online environment featuring an impressive array of free tools and resources for review, study,
and further exploration, keeping both instructors and students on the cutting edge of teaching
and learning. Learn more at edge.sagepub.com/straus1e. Bundle and Save! Your students
only pay $5 for The CQ Press Career Guide for Global Politics Students when you bundle it
with the print version of International Studies. Use Bundle ISBN: 978-1-5443-5204-6
This attractive, full-colour coursebook covers the seven topics of the Higher Level extension
(HL) syllabus in Geography for the International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma. It explores the HL
theme, Global Interactions, emphasising the various scales at which issues can be studied,
and identifying and carefully explaining key global issues. The coursebook guides students
through the HL syllabus, building geographical skills and making connections to other areas of
the Geography course and to concepts in the Theory of Knowledge. It also encourages
detailed study of primary and secondary sources, developing students' analytical skills. The
content is tailored to the requirements and assessment objectives of the IB syllabus, making it
relevant to the way in which the subject is taught, assessed and examined.
Esta enciclopedia presenta numerosas experiencias y discernimientos de profesionales de
todo el mundo sobre discusiones y perspectivas de la la interacción hombre-computadoras
The World of Lucha Libre is an insider’s account of lucha libre, the popular Mexican form of
professional wrestling. Heather Levi spent more than a year immersed in the world of wrestling
in Mexico City. Not only did she observe live events and interview wrestlers, referees, officials,
promoters, and reporters; she also apprenticed with a retired luchador (wrestler). Drawing on
her insider’s perspective, she explores lucha libre as a cultural performance, an occupational
subculture, and a set of symbols that circulate through Mexican culture and politics. Levi
argues that the broad appeal of lucha libre lies in its capacity to stage contradictions at the
heart of Mexican national identity: between the rural and the urban, tradition and modernity,
ritual and parody, machismo and feminism, politics and spectacle. Levi considers lucha libre in
light of scholarship about sport, modernization, and the formation of the Mexican nation-state,
and in connection to professional wrestling in the United States. She examines the role of
secrecy in wrestling, the relationship between wrestlers and the characters they embody, and
the meanings of the masks worn by luchadors. She discusses male wrestlers who perform
masculine roles, those who cross-dress and perform feminine roles, and female wrestlers who
wrestle each other. Investigating the relationship between lucha libre and the mass media, she
highlights the history of the sport’s engagement with television: it was televised briefly in the
early 1950s, but not again until 1991. Finally, Levi traces the circulation of lucha libre symbols
in avant-garde artistic movements and its appropriation in left-wing political discourse. The
World of Lucha Libre shows how a sport imported from the United States in the 1930s came to
be an iconic symbol of Mexican cultural authenticity.
Investigates the changes undergone by written communication in our globalized world as
English as a Lingua Franca. This title takes into account different web-genres: from the
replication of existing genres in other media to cybergenres, whose key evolutionary force is
the progressive exploitation of the functionalities afforded by the medium
Global Interactions 2 Hsc CourseGlobal Interactions 1Preliminary CourseHeinemann
Global Physical Climatology is an introductory text devoted to the fundamental physical
principles and problems of climate sensitivity and change. Addressing some of the most critical
issues in climatology, this text features incisive coverage of topics that are central to
understanding orbital parameter theory for past climate changes, and for anthropogenic and
natural causes of near-future changes-- Key Features * Covers the physics of climate change *
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Examines the nature of the current climate and its previous changes * Explores the sensitivity
of climate and the mechanisms by which humans are likely to produce near-future climate
changes * Provides instructive end-of-chapter exercises and appendices
Research Methods in Human-Computer Interaction is a comprehensive guide to performing
research and is essential reading for both quantitative and qualitative methods. Since the first
edition was published in 2009, the book has been adopted for use at leading universities
around the world, including Harvard University, Carnegie-Mellon University, the University of
Washington, the University of Toronto, HiOA (Norway), KTH (Sweden), Tel Aviv University
(Israel), and many others. Chapters cover a broad range of topics relevant to the collection and
analysis of HCI data, going beyond experimental design and surveys, to cover ethnography,
diaries, physiological measurements, case studies, crowdsourcing, and other essential
elements in the well-informed HCI researcher's toolkit. Continual technological evolution has
led to an explosion of new techniques and a need for this updated 2nd edition, to reflect the
most recent research in the field and newer trends in research methodology. This Research
Methods in HCI revision contains updates throughout, including more detail on statistical tests,
coding qualitative data, and data collection via mobile devices and sensors. Other new material
covers performing research with children, older adults, and people with cognitive impairments.
Comprehensive and updated guide to the latest research methodologies and approaches, and
now available in EPUB3 format (choose any of the ePub or Mobi formats after purchase of the
eBook). Expanded discussions of online datasets, crowdsourcing, statistical tests, coding
qualitative data, laws and regulations relating to the use of human participants, and data
collection via mobile devices and sensors New material on performing research with children,
older adults, and people with cognitive impairments, two new case studies from Google and
Yahoo!, and techniques for expanding the influence of your research to reach non-researcher
audiences, including software developers and policymakers
Throughout its history, the United States has been both imperialistic and anticolonial:
imperialistic in its expansion across the continent and across oceans to colonies such as the
Philippines, and anticolonial in its rhetoric and ideology. How did this contradiction shape its
interactions with European colonists and Southeast Asians after the United States joined the
ranks of colonial powers in 1898? Anne L. Foster argues that the actions of the United States
functioned primarily to uphold, and even strengthen, the colonial order in Southeast Asia. The
United States participated in international agreements to track and suppress the region’s
communists and radical nationalists, and in economic agreements benefiting the colonial
powers. Yet the American presence did not always serve colonial ends; American cultural
products (including movies and consumer goods) and its economic practices (such as
encouraging indigenous entrepreneurship) were appropriated by Southeast Asians for their
own purposes. Scholars have rarely explored the interactions among the European colonies of
Southeast Asia in the early twentieth century. Foster is the first to incorporate the United States
into such an analysis. As she demonstrates, the presence of the United States as a colonial
power in Southeast Asia after the First World War helps to explain the resiliency of colonialism
in the region. It also highlights the inexorable and appealing changes that Southeast Asians
perceived as possibilities for the region’s future.

DIVA comprehensive overview by leading scholars of Mexican rural history
before, during, and after the Revolution, with an extensive chapter by Adolfo Gilly
on the recent Chiapas rebellion./div
Provide a key resource for your students with this revised edition for the updated
2016 syllabus (0460). This book has been carefully prepared to cover the full
curriculum for the latest Cambridge International Examinations IGCSE
Geography syllabus. - Covers the three geographical themes: population and
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settlement, the natural environment, and economic development - Up-to-date
case studies from around the world ensure coverage of all the required case
studies - Geographical skills and geographical investigations chapters provide
ideal preparation for Papers 2 and 3
Climate Change is geared toward a variety of students and general readers who
seek the real science behind global warming. Exquisitely illustrated, the text
introduces the basic science underlying both the natural progress of climate
change and the effect of human activity on the deteriorating health of our planet.
Noted expert and author Edmond A. Mathez synthesizes the work of leading
scholars in climatology and related fields, and he concludes with an extensive
chapter on energy production, anchoring this volume in economic and
technological realities and suggesting ways to reduce greenhouse-gas
emissions. Climate Change opens with the climate system fundamentals: the
workings of the atmosphere and ocean, their chemical interactions via the carbon
cycle, and the scientific framework for understanding climate change. Mathez
then brings the climate of the past to bear on our present predicament,
highlighting the importance of paleoclimatology in understanding the current
climate system. Subsequent chapters explore the changes already occurring
around us and their implications for the future. In a special feature, Jason E.
Smerdon, associate research scientist at Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory of
Columbia University, provides an innovative appendix for students.
In the mid-1930s the Mexican government expropriated millions of acres of land
from hundreds of U.S. property owners as part of President Lázaro Cárdenas’s
land redistribution program. Because no compensation was provided to the
Americans a serious crisis, which John J. Dwyer terms “the agrarian dispute,”
ensued between the two countries. Dwyer’s nuanced analysis of this conflict at
the local, regional, national, and international levels combines social, economic,
political, and cultural history. He argues that the agrarian dispute inaugurated a
new and improved era in bilateral relations because Mexican officials were able
to negotiate a favorable settlement, and the United States, constrained
economically and politically by the Great Depression, reacted to the crisis with
unaccustomed restraint. Dwyer challenges prevailing arguments that Mexico’s
nationalization of the oil industry in 1938 was the first test of Franklin Roosevelt’s
Good Neighbor policy by showing that the earlier conflict over land was the
watershed event. Dwyer weaves together elite and subaltern history and
highlights the intricate relationship between domestic and international affairs.
Through detailed studies of land redistribution in Baja California and Sonora, he
demonstrates that peasant agency influenced the local application of Cárdenas’s
agrarian reform program, his regional state-building projects, and his relations
with the United States. Dwyer draws on a broad array of official, popular, and
corporate sources to illuminate the motives of those who contributed to the
agrarian dispute, including landless fieldworkers, indigenous groups, small
landowners, multinational corporations, labor leaders, state-level officials, federal
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policymakers, and diplomats. Taking all of them into account, Dwyer explores the
circumstances that spurred agrarista mobilization, the rationale behind
Cárdenas’s rural policies, the Roosevelt administration’s reaction to the loss of
American-owned land, and the diplomatic tactics employed by Mexican officials
to resolve the international conflict.
Filling in a key chapter in communications history, Dwayne R. Winseck and
Robert M. Pike offer an in-depth examination of the rise of the “global media”
between 1860 and 1930. They analyze the connections between the
development of a global communication infrastructure, the creation of national
telegraph and wireless systems, and news agencies and the content they
provided. Conventional histories suggest that the growth of global
communications correlated with imperial expansion: an increasing number of
cables were laid as colonial powers competed for control of resources. Winseck
and Pike argue that the role of the imperial contest, while significant, has been
exaggerated. They emphasize how much of the global media system was in
place before the high tide of imperialism in the early twentieth century, and they
point to other factors that drove the proliferation of global media links, including
economic booms and busts, initial steps toward multilateralism and international
law, and the formation of corporate cartels. Drawing on extensive research in
corporate and government archives, Winseck and Pike illuminate the actions of
companies and cartels during the late nineteenth century and early twentieth, in
many different parts of the globe, including Africa, Asia, and Central and South
America as well as Europe and North America. The complex history they relate
shows how cable companies exploited or transcended national policies in the
creation of the global cable network, how private corporations and government
agencies interacted, and how individual reformers fought to eliminate cartels and
harmonize the regulation of world communications. In Communication and
Empire, the multinational conglomerates, regulations, and the politics of
imperialism and anti-imperialism as well as the cries for reform of the late
nineteenth century and early twentieth emerge as the obvious forerunners of
today’s global media.
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring
sections on how to use World Book, other research aids, pronunciation key, a
student guide to better writing, speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive
index"-With its archaeological sites, colonial architecture, pristine beaches, and alluring
cities, Mexico has long been an attractive destination for travelers. The tourist
industry ranks third in contributions to Mexico’s gross domestic product and
provides more than 5 percent of total employment nationwide. Holiday in Mexico
takes a broad historical and geographical look at Mexico, covering tourist
destinations from Tijuana to Acapulco and the development of tourism from the
1840s to the present day. Scholars in a variety of fields offer a complex and
critical view of tourism in Mexico by examining its origins, promoters, and
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participants. Essays feature research on prototourist American soldiers of the midnineteenth century, archaeologists who excavated Teotihuacán, business owners
who marketed Carnival in Veracruz during the 1920s, American tourists in
Mexico City who promoted goodwill during the Second World War, American
retirees who settled San Miguel de Allende, restaurateurs who created an
“authentic” cuisine of Central Mexico, indigenous market vendors of Oaxaca
who shaped the local tourist identity, Mayan service workers who migrated to
work in Cancun hotels, and local officials who vied to develop the next “it” spot in
Tijuana and Cabo San Lucas. Including insightful studies on food, labor, art,
diplomacy, business, and politics, this collection illuminates the many processes
and individuals that constitute the tourism industry. Holiday in Mexico shows
tourism to be a complicated set of interactions and outcomes that reveal much
about the nature of economic, social, cultural, and environmental change in
Greater Mexico over the past two centuries. Contributors. Dina Berger, Andrea
Boardman, Christina Bueno, M. Bianet Castellanos, Mary K. Coffey, Lisa Pinley
Covert, Barbara Kastelein, Jeffrey Pilcher, Andrew Sackett, Alex Saragoza, Eric
M. Schantz, Andrew Grant Wood
Table of contents
Building on the success of the 14 previous editions, this remarkable reference has been
extensively reorganized and expanded and now comprises almost 1,500 individual drug
articles providing the most complete coverage of adverse reactions and interactions found
anywhere. Each article contains detailed and authoritative information about the adverse
effects of each drug, with comprehensive references to the primary literature making this a
must have for any academic or medical library, pharmacologist, regulatory organization,
hospital dispensary or pharmaceutical company. Now available online for all academic,
corporate or government institution as well as individuals via Science Direct! The online
version provides an unparalleled depth of coverage and functionality by offering convenient
desktop access and enhanced features such as increased searchability, extensive internal
cross-linking and fully downloadable and printable full-text, HTML or PDF articles. Enhanced
encyclopedic format with drug monographs now organised alphabetically Completely
expanded coverage of each drug - thalidomide warranted three sentences in Meyler's 14th
edition, but is now a 13 page extensive monograph Clearer, systematic organization of
information for easier reading including case histories to provide perspective on each listing
Extensive bibliography with over 40,000 references - Meyler's 15th edition incorporates all
relevant citations from Meyler's 14th, but also includes relevant citations from previous editions
of Meyler's and Side Effects of Drugs Annuals to give a historical perspective on the use and
safety of drugs
An analysis of migration, labor-management collaboration, and the mobility of capital based on
case studies in New England and Colombia.
This book covers all of Unit 2: Expanding Zones of Exchange and Encounter (500 - 1200) and
parts of Unit 3: Global Interactions (1200 - 1650). Multiple choice questions reinforce the key
concepts of each section, and sharpen reading comprehension skills. Short answer questions
offer training and practice in crucial critical thinking and writing skills. Topics covered: Gupta
Empire; Tang and Song Dynasty; The Byzantine Empire; Early Russia; Mohammed and the
Arabs; Charlemagne and the Restoration of the Empire in the West.; The Northmen.;
Feudalism.; The Norman Conquest of England.; The Crusades.; Conquests of the Asiatic
Tribes.; Growth of the Towns: The Italian City-Republics; Growth of the Nations: Formation of
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National Governments. also great for home schooling!
Global Interactions in the Early Modern Age is an interdisciplinary introduction to cross-cultural
encounters in the early modern age (1400-1800) and their influences on the development of
world societies. In the aftermath of Mongol expansion across Eurasia, the unprecedented rise
of imperial states in the early modern period set in motion interactions between people from
around the world. These included new commercial networks, large-scale migration streams,
global biological exchanges, and transfers of knowledge across oceans and continents. These
in turn wove together the major regions of the world. In an age of extensive cultural, political,
military, and economic contact, a host of individuals, companies, tribes, states, and empires
were in competition. Yet they also cooperated with one another, leading ultimately to the
integration of global space.
What is the nature of children’s social life in school? How do their relationships and
interactions with peers, teachers and other school staff influence their development and
experience of school? This book, written by leading researchers in educational and
developmental psychology, provides answers to these questions by offering an integrated
perspective on children’s social interactions and relationships with their peers and teachers in
school. Peer interactions in school have tended to be underestimated by educationalists, and
this book redresses the balance by giving them equal weight to teacher–child interactions. In
this second edition, the authors extensively revise the text on the basis of many years of
research and teaching experience. They highlight common misconceptions about children,
their social lives, and school achievement which have often resulted in ineffective school
policy. The book includes a number of important topics, including: The significance of peerfriendships at school The nature and importance of play and break-times Aggression and
bullying at school Peer relations and learning at school The classroom environment and
teacher-pupil interaction The influence of gender in how children learn at school. Advantages
and disadvantages of different methodological approaches for studying children in school
settings Policy implications of current research findings. The Child at School will be essential
reading for all students of child development and educational psychology. It will also be an
invaluable source for both trainee and practicing teachers and teaching assistants, as well as
clinical psychologists and policy makers in this area.
The first of two books concentrating on the dynamics of slender bodies within or containing
axial flow, Fluid-Structure Interaction, Volume 1 covers the fundamentals and mechanisms
giving rise to flow-induced vibration, with a particular focus on the challenges associated with
pipes conveying fluid. This volume has been thoroughly updated to reference the latest
developments in the field, with a continued emphasis on the understanding of dynamical
behaviour and analytical methods needed to provide long-term solutions and validate the latest
computational methods and codes. In this edition, Chapter 7 from Volume 2 has also been
moved to Volume 1, meaning that Volume 1 now mainly treats the dynamics of systems
subjected to internal flow, whereas in Volume 2 the axial flow is in most cases external to the
flow or annular. Provides an in-depth review of an extensive range of fluid-structure interaction
topics, with detailed real-world examples and thorough referencing throughout for additional
detail Organized by structure and problem type, allowing you to dip into the sections that are
relevant to the particular problem you are facing, with numerous appendices containing the
equations relevant to specific problems Supports development of long-term solutions by
focusing on the fundamentals and mechanisms needed to understand underlying causes and
operating conditions under which apparent solutions might not prove effective
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